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Abstract

This article provides results of an experimental
investigation of hybrid- (MIR-FD), mid-infrared- (MIR)
and freeze drying (FD) on the drying characteristics,
energy consumption and quality parameters of pear.
Rehydration ratio, color, texture were measured to evaluate
the quality of dried pear products. Mid-infrared-freeze
drying (MIR-FD) had the higher drying rate, which
reduced the drying time by 14.3-42.9% compared with FD
method. Two empirical models were chosen to fit the
drying curves. The MIR-FD pear had darker color, better
rehydration capacity and lower hardness than single stage
of FD products. Above all, the MIR50-60°C-FD was
suggested as the best drying method for pear in this study. 
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1. Introduction

The pears (Pyrus communis L.) are pomaces fruit-tree
species of the Rosaceae family. The pear is a fruit much
appreciated for its characteristic flavor, crispness and
sweetness. Most pears are eaten fresh and in processed
forms: purées, juice, jams, dried, and in other forms [1]. 

Freeze-drying (FD), also denoted as lyophilization, has
long been known as the best drying method for preserving
the high-price products, the heat-sensitive materials [2, 3].
The FD is a dehydration process in which the solvent
and/or suspension medium is crystallized at a low
temperature and then sublimated from the solid state
directly into the vapor phase [4]. FD has been reported to
be an ideal method due to minimal shrinkage resulting in
a porous product with excellent rehydration capacity, soft
texture, bright color, superior taste, while the low
temperatures used ensures good retention of nutrients [5].
However, the FD has long drying time, high energy uptake
and costly process, a judicious combination with other
dehydration methods. According to [6] the cost of FD has

been found to be at least one order of magnitude higher
than conventional drying system.

Infrared drying (IR) supplies energy directly to the surface
of the material and thus causes its rapid heating. The heat is
transferred further towards the material inside by heat
conduction [7]. The depth of penetration of radiation
depends upon the characteristics of the sample and
wavelength of radiation [8]. IR has many advantages
compared to the widely used hot air drying. Such as, high
heat transfer coefficients, short process time, quick response
time, faster drying rate, uniform product heating and low
energy cost are the characteristic properties of IR [6].
Moreover, drying of food products by IR enhances the
quality of the dried products. According to [9] the
wavelength of medium-wave- or mid-infrared radiation
drying (MIR) is in the range of 1-4 µm which covers the
maximum absorption wavelength of water molecule. The
high heating speed is one of the most apparent advantages
of MIR. The MIR is often employed to control the final
moisture content of industrial product, mainly because MIR
is heat-efficient, convenient and safe. For the penetrability
of MIR is strong and it would be more effective in drying
products. Therefore, the MIR can decrease a duration of
drying [10]. 

The infrared drying has other advantages, for example
the easy combination of the IR with convective, vibration,
vacuum, freeze and microwave technologies; simplicity of
the equipment and versatility [11]. The minimizing the
energy consumption and enhancing the product quality of
FD by combination of infrared or microwave drying were
investigated by many researchers [12]. 

Hybrid drying (IR-FD) is a modern technique that
combines all of the advantages of different drying methods,
in terms of enhanced product quality and reduction in
operational time and in energy consumption [6].

The mathematical model of drying kinetics is an
important tool used to optimize management of operating
parameters and to predict performance of a drying system.
Numerous mathematical models, theoretical, empirical and
semi-empirical, have been proposed to estimate the drying
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matter-1). The initial moisture content of the pear was found
to be 81.03% (wet basis: w.b.), 4.271 kgH2O kg dry matter-

1 (dry basis: d.b.). The tests were performed in triplicate. 

Drying experiments

The pear cubes were dried by different drying methods
with the optimal drying technology until the final moisture
content (2-2.5%, wet basis: w.b.). The applied drying
methods are described below-mentioned. The drying
process was continued until a constant moisture content
was recorded (The samples was dried until it reached the
equilibrium moisture content). The moisture loss was
recorded at 1 min intervals during the drying process in
order to determine the drying curves. The experimental
data sets from the different drying runs were expressed as
moisture ratio (MR) versus drying time (t).

All the experiments were repeated thrice and the average
of three results for each treatment was used in this paper.
The dried products – before quality assessment – were
cooled and packed in low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
bags that were heat-sealed.

1. Mid-infrared drying (MIR). A quartz infrared heater,
with nearly 80% efficiency in converting electrical energy
to infrared energy was used for effective drying. The
chamber wall was formed from aluminized steel, with a
length of 15 cm, a breadth of 15 cm, and a height of 25 cm,
equipped with a single door opening at the top, which
allowed insertion and removal of the sample. In the drying
chamber, a pair of quartz glass emitters (220 V, maximum
power of per lamp 300 W) was positioned above the
sample support. Infrared radiation, with wavelengths
expressed in microns, can be accurately measured,
controlled, and applied to the product. The wavelength of
radiation between 2.4-3.0 µm and the heating intensity
were maintained between 3-5.5 kW m-2. The quartz glass
emitter is located at a distance of 15 cm from the pear
cubes surface. The sample tray was supported on a balance
(a precision of ± 0.1 g, model Precisa, Precisa Instruments
AG, Dietikon, Switzerland) to monitor the sample weight
change during drying. The samples were spread uniformly
in a monolayer on the aluminum tray. A vent was provided
at the top of the chamber for the exit of moist air. 

The experiments were carried out for 40-70°C drying
temperatures. The emitter temperature and relative
humidity were measured by Testo 4510 type meter (Testo
GmbH, Lenzkirch, Germany) in the drying chamber.
Another temperature probe was inserted into the sample to
measure the product temperature (K-type thermocouple,
Testo GmbH, Lenzkirch, Germany). However, the relative
humidity was not controlled during the laboratory test. The
samples were dehydrated until they reached the final
moisture content (2.1-2.5%, w.b.). 

2. Freeze drying (FD) was performed in a laboratory-
scale Armfield FT-33 freeze-dryer (Armfield Ltd.,
Ringwood, UK). In the FD process, the pear dices were
spread uniformly in a single layer on a stainless steel tray.
The pear samples (100 g) were frozen at -24°C in a
freezing/heating chamber and freeze dried to a moisture
content of 2.06% (w.b.) at an absolute pressure of 85-95
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characteristics of food products. These mathematical
models, allow prediction of simultaneous heat and mass
transfer during drying and are applied to simulate the
drying curves [13, 14]. Several empirical models for drying
kinetics in falling rate drying period are available in the
scientific literature [15].

Product color is one of the most important sensory attributes
of dried food. The mechanism of browning for many
agricultural and horticultural products can be enzymatic and
non-enzymatic (Maillard browning) source [16].

Texture, defined as a sensory property is percepted by
humans using senses of touch and pressure, is a multi-
parameter attribute related to the structure of the
biomaterial [17].

The rehydration characteristics of a dried biomaterial are
used as a quality index. According to [18] the degree of
rehydration is dependent on the degree of cellular and
structural disruption of treated material by different drying
methods.

To our knowledge, no work is available the effect of mid-
infrared-freeze drying on dehydration and quality
characteristics of pear. Therefore, this present study was
undertaken to investigate the MIR, FD and MIR-FD drying
characteristics of pear, to determine the effect of hybrid-,
FD and MIR drying on the specific energy consumption.
In addition, the aim of our work is to evaluate the effect of
different drying technology on the physical and mechanical
parameters of pear dice. 

2. Material and method

Sample preparation

The raw pear Packham’s Triumph species (Pyrus
communis L.) employed in the experiments were
purchased from the grower (Apagy, Hungary) and stored
in a refrigerator (5°C). The pears were washed with tap
water, hand-peeled and cored with a knife, and then cut
into cubes of 5 mm thickness using a hand-operated slicer.
The free water on the surface of samples was removed with
an absorbent filler paper. They were stored at a temperature
of 5°C until the drying experiments. 

The samples were divided into ten groups, each group
of samples weighed 100 g. The initial mass of pear cubes
was measured using a balance (model JKH-500, Jadever
Co., New Taipei, Taiwan) with 0.1 g precision. The
prepared pear samples were put into dryers after cutting to
avoid surface enzymatic browning.

Determination of moisture content

Moisture content of the raw and dried pear dices was
determined by the gravimetric method (model LP306,
LaborMIM, Budapest, Hungary). At regular time intervals
(30 min) during the drying process, samples were taken out
and dried in the oven for 8 h at 105°C until constant
weight. Weighing was performed on a digital balance
(JKH-500, Jadever Co., New Taipei, Taiwan) and then
moisture content was calculated. 

Moisture content was expressed in wet matter (g 100 g
fresh matter-1, %) and in dry matter (kg moisture kg dry



Pa with a chamber temperature of 23°C and a condenser
temperature of -47°C. In all experiments, temperature of
the condenser and the chamber pressure were maintained
at constant parameter. Thermocouples (four pieces) of
freeze drier were inserted into the pear cubes. 

The weight loss of the samples was followed by a data
logger (ES-138, Emalog, Budapest, Hungary) and a RS-
232 attached to a PC computer, acquired the data readings
from platform cell (PAB-01, Emalog, Budapest, Hungary),
which is placed within the sample chamber. 

3. Hybrid or combined drying (MIR-FD): The pear
samples were dried by FD drier by coupling with the MIR
devices before the freeze drying step until the final
moisture content was between 2.18-2.45% (w. b.). The
samples after pre-drying procedure (MIR) were
immediately placed into the FD, this is the so-called change
point. The change points were placed in drying curve
before reach to inflexion point of MIR curve. After the
achievement of the inflexion point the color of the samples
changed darkening – this phenomenon was determined
using ColorLite sph900 colorimeter (ColorLite GmbH,
Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany). 

The experimental samples dried by MIR at 40°C for 5
min (MIR40°C-FD), MIR at 50°C for 5 min (MIR50°C -
FD), MIR at 60°C for 5 min (MIR60°C -FD) and MIR at
70°C for 5 min (MIR70°C -FD) then dried by FD were
chosen for further quality evaluation. The drying
parameters are in agreement with above-mentioned ones
(points of 1-2). 

Mathematical models

There are several empirical approaches for modeling the
drying kinetics. Henderson and Pabis (exponential) and
third-degree polynomial models were used to fit the drying
curves (MR versus drying time) in this study. 

The Henderson and Pabis model was developed based
on approximation that diffusion controls the drying
process. This model has been used to describe various food
and agricultural materials [19] (Eq. 1).

Another model, which is used for thin-layer drying
studies, is the third-degree polynomial (Eq. 2). The model
was successfully used to describe the freeze-drying
characteristics of fruits and vegetables [20].

where MR is the dimensionless moisture ratio, a, b, c, d is
the drying coefficients, k is the drying constant, t is the
drying time (min, h).

The moisture content of samples is defined by (Eq. 3): 

where Mt is the moisture content at time t on dry basis
(kg H2O kg dm-1), mt is the weight of material at specific t

(kg), and mf is the dry matter weight of the material (kg).
The dimensionless moisture ratio (MR) was calculated

as (Eq. 4): 

where Mt is the moisture content at time t on dry basis (kg
H2O kg dm-1), Me is the equilibrium moisture content (kg
H2O kg dm-1), and M0 is the initial moisture content (kg H2O
kg dm-1).

The moisture ratio (MR) was simplified to Mt/Mo instead
of (Mt-Me)/(M0-Me) since Me is relatively small as
compared with M0 – in case of all drying methods. 

The coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean
square error (RMSE) were calculated to evaluate the fitting
of two models to experimental data. The higher values of
the R2 and the lower values of the RMSE were chosen for
goodness of fit. These statistical parameters can be
calculated as (Eqs. 5, 6):

where n is the number of observations, exp is the
experimental data, pre is the predicted data, ave is the
average data, and MR is the moisture ratio.

Specific energy consumption

The total electrical power consumption (E, kWh) during
FD, MIR and MIR-FD was measured by an energy-cost-
checker (model EKM 265, Conrad Electronic GmbH,
Hirschau, Germany). 

Analysis was performed in triplicate. The specific energy
consumption (SEC) expressed electrical power consumption
requires for evaporation of one kilogram of water from
specimen and was calculated according to Eq. 7.

where SEC is the specific energy consumption (MJ kg
H2O-1), E is electrical power consumption from the energy-
cost-checker (kWh), W0 is the initial mass of the raw
material (kg) and Wf is the final mass of the dried sample
(kg).

Hardness test

The texture characteristics of the fresh and dehydrated pear
were measured using a CT3-4500 (Brookfield Engineering
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is the degree of yellowness (+) and blueness (-). Subscript
‘zero’ refers to the color reading of fresh pear cubes. This
is my basis for comparison. A larger ΔE value denotes
greater color change from the control (fresh) sample. 

All experiments were performed in triplicate and the
average values were reported. 

Rehydration ratio 

The measurement of the water rehydration ratio was based
on the following procedure. 100 ml of distilled water was
brought to a temperature of 30°C in a constant temperature
water bath. Then a precisely weighed 0.5 g sample of the
dried material was placed in a plastic vessel and immersed
for 90 min. Afterwards the samples were taken out (when
the time reached 5, 10, 30, 60 and 90 min) and blotted with
tissue paper to eliminate excess water on the surface. 

The weights of dried and rehydrated specimens were
measured with an electronic digital balance (model JKH-
500, Jadever Co., New Taipei, Taiwan) having a sensitivity
of 0.1 g. The RR values were determined in triplicate.

Rehydration ratio (RR) of dehydrated samples was
estimated using the equation given below (Eq. 9).

where Wr is the drained weight of the rehydrated sample
(g), and Wd is the weight of the dry sample used for
rehydration (g).

Statistical analysis

Data analyses were determined using the PASW Statistics
18 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, USA), and analyses of
variance were conducted by ANOVA procedure, Duncan
test. Mean values were considered to be significantly
different when P<0.05. 

Formal statistical analyses on all collected data were
performed via Microsoft Excel v. 2013 (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, USA) software.

Laboratories, Middleboro, USA) texture analyzer fitted
with a spherical probe. Compression test was carried out
to generate a plot of force (N) vs. time (s). This plot was
used to determine the value of hardness. The parameters
that have been used were the followings: 8 kg force load
cell, 2 mm s-1 test speed, 20 mm travel distance and 4 mm
diameter of cylindrical probe. The maximum depth of
penetration was 3 mm and trigger force was 4.5 g. A 115
mm diameter plate (rotary base table) was used as a base
while compressing the pear samples. 

The samples were kept in a room temperature at 21°C
until analysis. The penetrometer measurements are
reported in Newton’s (N).

Ten samples were tested and the average values were
reported.

Color of products 

The color of pear cubes was measured just before and
immediately after drying treatment using a ColorLite
sph900 colorimeter (ColorLite GmbH, Katlenburg-Lindau,
Germany). The colorimeter (illuminant D65, 10° observer
angle) was calibrated against a standard ceramic white tile.
For each drying experiment the color measurement was
performed on ten dried samples and the color values were
compared with those of fresh samples (control). The
powder obtained by grinding the dried material in a
domestic mixer was used for color estimation. The
spectrophotometer was supplied with special adapter.
MA38 adapter converts the scanning spot from 3.5 to 38
mm. This device can be used to measure pear powders (the
samples were examined from different points). 

An important factor characterizing the variation of color
in the test sample is total color difference. The total color
change (ΔE) was evaluated as (Eq. 8): 

where L* is the degree of lightness (100) and darkness
(0), a* is the degree of redness (+) and greenness (-) and b*
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(8)

(9)

Table 1. Effect of drying methods on moisture content of product and operational time

Means with different letters in the same column were significantly different at the level (P<0.05)
FD, freeze-drying; MIR-FD, mid-infrared-assisted freeze-drying; MIR, mid-infrared drying.



3. Results and discussion

Drying kinetics of different drying methods

Pear cubes with initial moisture content of 81.03% (w.b.)
or 4.271 kgH2O kgdry matter-1 (d.b.) were dried following
three different drying methods i.e. mid-infrared (MIR),
freeze-drying (FD) and combined mid-infrared-freeze
drying (MIR-FD) to a final moisture content of 2.06-2.49%
(w.b.) or 0.09-0.21 kgH2O kg dry matter-1 (d.b.) (Table 1). 

Drying curves of samples dried using MIR, FD and
MIR-FD are compared in Figure 1.

The moisture content decreased continuously with
drying time. This figure shows the drying values observed
and estimated by the Henderson-Pabis and the third-degree
polynomial models. The change points were placed in
drying curve before reach to inflexion point of curve and
the falling rate period.

As shown in Figure 1, the drying time to reach the final
moisture content (2.11-2.49%, w.b.) using MIR at 40°C,
50°C, 60°C and 70°C was 20 min, 19 min, 16 min and 14
min, respectively. Therefore, the MIR operational time of
the pear was very short. 

In the early stage of MIR, the moisture content decreased
more rapidly and subsequently slowly reduced with
increase in drying time. This was due to the high drying
rates in the early stages. During pear drying with MIR, no
constant rate period was observed. From Figure 1, it can
be observed that the moisture content decreases with
drying time following an exponential decay. A similar trend
was seen in studies grape [21].

It is observed that the total drying time required for FD is
the longest (1260 min), followed by MIR40°C-FD (1080
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Figure 1. Drying curve of pear cubes

min), MIR50°C-FD (960 min), MIR60°C-FD (780 min),
and MIR70°C-FD (720 min), which yielded the shortest
time (Table 1). Figure 1 showed that drying was completed
after 720 min for MIR70°C-FD, and this represents a
42.85% reduction of drying time in comparison with FD.
Thus, the MIR pre-drying lessened the drying time
significantly (P<0.05). Drying time used in MIR-assisted FD
drying was 57.14-85.71% of that in FD drying (Table 1). 

The MIR-FD drying curves can be divided into two drying
stages, i.e. mid-infrared and freeze-drying parts. In the first
stage, the dimensionless moisture ratio (MR) of pear
decreased sharply, while reached the change point (at 5 min),
for example at MIR40°C pre-drying (from 1 to 0.71), at
MIR50°C pre-drying (from 1 to 0.64), at MIR60°C pre-
drying (from 1 to 0.53) and at MIR70°C pre-drying (from 1
to 0.45) – i.e. MIR pre-drying described with a high drying
rate. The change point shows where joined the various
drying methods in succession. It can be observed that if the
change points – at MIR-FD – decreases, the drying time
decreases significantly (p<0.05) (Table 1).

In the second stage, the drying rate of FD finish-drying
exhibited a slow decrease to equilibrium moisture content
of dried samples – i.e. FD finish-drying described with a
low drying rate. Therefore, freeze-drying was applied after
change point, when the moisture content of pear was
reduced to 3.05 (1), 2.73 (2), 2.27 (3) and 1.91 kgH2O kg
dry matter-1 (4), respectively (Figure 1). Overall, MIR-FD
had a significantly higher drying rate than FD, but were
significantly lower than MIR drying. These results were
also observed by [22]. The decrease in the total drying time
with increase of IR intensity from 3 to 5.5 kW m-2 was
associated with an increase in water migration inside the
pear caused by MIR pre-drying. 



Compared with MIR-FD, a drying stage of constant rate
period in FD can be observed (between 300 and 480 min).
The drying rate of MIR-FD was obviously higher than that
of FD. It was observed that the highest drying rate of  MIR
70°C-FD was 0.552 kg·kg-1 min-1 (at the initation of MIR
pre-drying), while that of FD was 0.057 kg·kg-1 min-1(at
the 540 min drying time of FD), indicating that the
MIR70°C-FD drying rate was about 9.7 times higher than
FD drying rate. This phenomenon due to drying
temperature (infrared intensity) of MIR. It was found that
the drying rates increased from 0.28 to 0.55 kg·kg-1 min-1

with an increase in IR intensity at MIR pre-drying. The
results were in conjunction with [23], in which the drying
rate increased with the increase of drying temperature, and
consequently reduced the operational time.

The increased molecular vibration in the exposed
material due to absorption of radiation generates heat
simultaneously at the surface and in the inner layers of the
product. The rapid heating of the sample increased the rate
of water removal [24]. 

A big fluctuation was observed in the MIR-FD drying
curve and this might be due to the intermittent working
mode of the combined mid-infrared pre-drying and freeze
finish-drying method. During the drying, DR were high

(0.28-0.55 kg·kg-1 min-1) at the beginning of the process,
and after that they intensely decreased approx. 0.01-0.02
kg·kg-1 min-1 at the change point. 

The DR decreases continuously with drying time in
falling rate period (This is a first falling rate period.).
Drying rate under MIR-FD conditions increased from
change points, this is a heating period. The values of
critical point (peak) of MIR40-70°C-FD at the second
stages of drying: 0.045 kg·kg-1·min-1 (360 min), 0.044
kg·kg-1·min-1 (300 min), 0.037 kg·kg-1·min-1 (180 min),
0.035 kg·kg-1·min-1 (120 min), respectively. The DR of
MIR-FD was very low, gradually declined after critical
point of the drying process (This is a second falling rate
period). When the moisture content of pear cubes reached
to final values, the values of DR at FD, MIR40°C-FD,
MIR50°C-FD, MIR60°C-FD, and MIR70°C-FD were
0.0032, 0.004, 0.0038, 0.004 and 0.0044 kg·kg-1·min-1,
respectively.

Taking it all round, the MIR-assisted FD drying is
considered to be more efficient than FD drying alone,
because of a synergistic effect. For MIR drying, the heat
efficiency is high, the rate of heat loss is low, and the DR
is quicker than that of FD drying. 
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Figure 2. Drying rate curve of pear cubes

Changes in the drying rate (DR is expressed as the amount
of the evaporated moisture over time: kgwater·kg solid-

1·min-1) with drying time for different drying methods are
shown in Figure 2. 

The critical point (peak) divides the drying curves into
two parts at FD curve. At the beginning of the drying
process, the DR was progressively increased while

reached the critical point (so called initial heating period).
The drying rate gradually decreased with drying time
after the critical point (540 min), and kept almost constant
at the end of the dehydration process (so called falling
rate period). 



The variation of dimensionless moisture ratio (MR) with
drying time was fitted using two models, including
Henderson and Pabis and third-degree polynomial models.
The statistical parameters which estimated the model
performance and the model constants are shown in Table
2. 

The coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean
square error (RMSE) were used to assess how well the
models characterized the drying kinetics. The R2 values for
all models were above 0.98. According to the statistical
analysis, it was observed that the Henderson and Pabis and
third-degree polynomial models presented high values of
R2 and low values of RMSE. The Henderson and Pabis
model clearly fitted experimental data of MIR. The values
of R2 and RMSE of the Henderson and Pabis model for
MIR dehydrated pear were in the range of 0.9807 to
0.9982, 0.0175 to 0.0465 which indicates the model
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suitable for describing the drying characteristics of the pear
during MIR dying. 

A higher drying constant (k) demonstrates a higher
drying rate at MIR drying. The values of k and a of the
Henderson and Pabis model is higher with increasing in
drying temperature (from 40°C to 70°C). 

It was observed that the R2 and RMSE of the third-degree
polynomial were in the range of 0.9991 to 0.9998, 0.0067
to 0.0143. Thus, it adequately fit the experimental data for
the freeze-drying of the pear cubes.

The thin-layer drying models, i.e. Henderson and Pabis
and third-degree polynomial models were found to
represent the drying kinetics of pear cubes with high R2

and low RMSE values for all drying conditions. 
The model’s predicted data were described as curves in

Figure 1 and these predicted curves fitted the experimental
values very well. 

Table 2. Model constants and statistical results obtained from the drying models

FD, freeze-drying; MIR-FD, mid-infrared-assisted freeze-drying; MIR, mid-infrared drying

Figure 3. Specific energy consumptions of pear under various dehydration conditions

uptake of different dryers

The specific energy consumption (SEC) during
different drying processes are summarized in Figure 3.
The SEC values were varied between 4.5 and 339.3
MJ·kg water-1 for all drying conditions. The maximum
SEC occurred at the FD drying (339.3 MJ·kg water-1 –

FD had the longest drying time). In the case of the FD
process, the longest drying time resulted the highest
SEC. 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the SEC linearly
increased with the drying temperature decreased in MIR
(pre-drying). It was observed that the SEC of MIR-FD was
significantly lower (P<0.05) than that of the FD. The SEC
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Figure 4. Effect of different drying methods on the hardness of pear cubes

The statistical analysis showed that the effects of drying
temperature and drying methods on the firmness were
significant (P<0.05). The hardness force values for FD,
MIR40°C-FD, MIR50°C-FD, MIR60°C-FD, MIR70°C-
FD, MIR40°C, MIR50°C, MIR60°C and MIR70°C pears
were 30.15, 21.01, 25.91, 25.45, 38.6, 44.43, 45.12, 48.33
and 54.87 N, respectively. It was evidenced that the
hardness of biomaterials dried by MIR was higher than for
those dried using MIR-FD and FD. Moreover, the hardness
of fresh pear (2.24 N) was significantly lower (P<0.05)
than that of dried products treated by all drying methods. 

The pear dehydrated by MIR40-60°C-FD methods show
significantly lower (P<0.05) firmness values than FD dried
sample. This fact can be explained by the drying uniformity
and short drying time. 

The shorter operational time of MIR pre-drying might
have contributed to the better texture quality of the finish
product. According to [27] in case of the MIR pre-drying
the surface moisture evaporates faster and the inside of the
biomaterial retains a porous honeycomb structure. This fact
leads to softening of the texture. 

The statistical analysis of the biomaterial showed no
significant differences (P>0.05) between MIR50°C-FD and
MIR60°C-FD dried pears.

It can be observed that the FD product result in a clearly
porous structure, which explain relatively low firmness of
freeze-drying (30.15 N) [28].  

The results showed that the higher drying rate and IR
power during MIR70°C resulted in significantly higher
(P<0.05) firmness of the products compared to MIR40-
60°C. The results of hardness at MIR40°C, MIR50°C and
MIR60°C products showed no significant (P>0.05)
differences in texture between drying methods. It can be
observed, that increasing drying temperature and IR
intensity, the hardness values increased (P>0.05) at MIR-
FD and MIR drying (except of MIR60°C-FD).

Effect of drying on product color

Table 3 presents the color parameters of MIR, FD and
MIR-FD dried and fresh pear samples. Color of fresh pear
cubes before processing is: L* =73.59, a*= 0.22, b*= 16.86,
respectively. Compared to the control (raw material), the
L* and b* values decreased and the a* values increased
significantly for MIR and MIR-FD dried products.
Preferred colors are those closest to the original color of
fresh pear cubes. 

In general, MIR-FD dried pears were darker (+L*),
redder (+a*) and less yellow (+b*) in color than the undried
pears. The FD dried product were lighter (+L*), slightly
redder (+a*) and less yellow (+b*) than fresh pear cubes.

The L* values were ranged between 56.97 and 78.18 and
a* values between 2.05 and 8.97 and b* values between
11.65 and 16.67 for dried pear cubes. The total color

in the MIR70°C-FD was 194.7 MJ·kg water-1, which was
lower than of 42.62% in pure FD drying.

Among all of the drying operations, the SEC of
MIR70°C was 4.5 MJ·kg water-1, which was the lowest –
it was less, than of 98.67% in single stage of FD
dehydration. The MIR drying had significantly lower
(P<0.05) drying time and energy consumption compared
with other drying methods. These results are in agreement
with those reported by [25].

It was stated that increasing mid-infrared radiation or
drying temperature reduced the operational time, thereby
reducing the specific energy consumption. Similar results
have also been reported by [26]. 

Hardness of pear product

The effects of MIR, FD and MIR-FD drying methods on
the texture of pear cubes are reported in Figure 4. 



change (ΔE) of pear cubes, calculated from Eq. 8 is
colorimetric parameters used extensively to describe the

variation of colors in foods during drying. The ΔE of dried
pear was in a range between 4.95 and 19.49. 
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Figure 5. Effect of different drying methods on the rehydration characteristics of pear

Table 3. Color values of the pear samples produced by using different drying methods

Means with different letters in the same column were significantly different
at the level (P<0.05)
FD, freeze-drying; MIR-FD, mid-infrared-assisted freeze-drying; MIR,
mid-infrared drying.

The FD dried pear exhibited the highest L* value and the
lowest ΔE value, followed by MIR-FD and MIR pear
showed the lowest L* value and the highest ΔE value. High
L* value (78.18) of FD pear indicated that the brightness
coordinate faded due to freezing process in FD drying.
Freezing rate during FD drying is one of the causes of
significant ΔE (4.95) changes in FD products. The b*

values of the samples (16.60 and 16.67) showed that the
FD and MIR40°C-FD pear cubes resembled the fresh
product. This can be explained by the sensitivity of pear to
temperature. The FD and MIR40°C-FD drying caused little

color change compared with the raw pear cubes. During
the FD process, the Maillard reaction was inactivated. 

The color of MIR40°C-FD product was the closest to that
of the FD samples. There were no significant differences
(P>0.05) observed in the total color difference (ΔE) among
the two drying methods. It is clear that lower drying
temperature (IR intensity) and longer operational time of FD
finish-drying maintained the original color of fresh pear
cubes better. This can be explained by the short drying times
and relatively low temperatures in case of MIR pre-drying
which did not promote browning reactions. 

It can be seen that the L* value (71.73) of dried product
by MIR40°C-FD is very similar to fresh material. Drying

temperatures were above 40°C at MIR-FD, rendering the
possibility to the Maillard browning (so called non-



enzymatic browning). It was observed that the L* value is
relevant to browning in the products. In the case of L*

value, it was found that drying temperature and drying
methods were the significant factors influencing the
changes in brightness. 

However, at the end of the drying the total color
difference for MIR-FD at 40°C-70°C was the significantly
(P<0.05) less than that for MIR drying at same drying
temperature. The higher drying temperature (higher
emission peak wavelength) may be the reason for
deterioration of color of pear during MIR from 40°C to
70°C. The present color results indicated that the MIR
products were darker (browner and redder) than those of
the FD and MIR-FD samples. The MIR products provided
the highest a* and lowest L* and b* values due to charring.
The Maillard reaction and caramelization, may also occur
due to heat during the MIR drying process. As the IR
power increased, the ΔE values of the MIR and MIR-FD
samples increased significantly (P<0.05) – except of
MIR60°C and MIR60°C-FD.

Rehydration capacity

The Rehydration Ratio (RR) values of pear cubes dried by
MIR, FD and MIR-FD are shown is Figure 5. 

The end of the rehydration process the RR values for
pear cubes dried with MIR40°C-FD, MIR60°C-FD,
MIR70°C-FD, MIR50°C-FD, FD, MIR40°C, MIR50°C,
MIR60°C and MIR70°C were 3.47, 3.41, 3.39, 3.22, 3.05,
2.87, 2.65, 2.53 and 2.48, respectively. The RR of the
biomaterial dried by MIR-FD was the highest, followed by
FD and MIR dried pear dices, and there was significant
difference (P<0.05) between each methods. Opposite trend
was observed in the previous study [25]. The MIR-FD was
found to be inferior compared to the FD-MIR as the former
tended to produce products with a collapse surface layer
and poor rehydration capacity. 

From Figure 5 we can see that the highest RR values in
dried pear cubes by MIR-FD was because fewer physical
and chemical changes occurred in the MIR-FD process due
to shorter drying time and uniform heating compared to
FD. The MIR pre-drying shows great promise in this
respect. There were no significant differences (P>0.05)
observed between MIR40°C-FD, MIR60°C-FD and
MIR70°C-FD dried products. The water uptake curve of
MIR-FD samples was suddenly jumped during the first 5
minutes of the rehydration procedure. This is because of
the fast rehydration achieved with MIR-assisted FD
materials. When the rehydration time was increased from
5 to 60 min, the RR of pear cubes was rose slightly at MIR-
FD. All of the MIR-FD and FD samples showed
stabilization in rehydration curve from 60 to 90 min – the
samples became saturated. 

Faster drying with IR and quicker diffusion of water
vapor from the pear might help the sample retains its
porous, less dense structure, increasing its ability to
absorb more water during rehydration process [29].
Roknul et al. [30] was observed some porous spaces in
the tissue cells of the material dried by IR. This
phenomenon can be explained by the fact that during IR,

some swelling occurs in the tissue cells due to the
absorbance of IR radiation, especially in a thin-layer on
the sample surface. 

The relatively higher rehydration capacity of FD
products (RR=3.05) might be the result of such enhanced
porous structures and prevention of tissue collapse. It was
observed that the RR of FD after relatively rapid water
uptake (at the beginning of rehydration process) gradually
increased until reached the constant state at 60 min.

The pear cubes dried by MIR showed the significantly
(P<0.05) lowest RR (between 2.48 and 2.87), but the
values of RR is not negligible. The RR of MIR-FD sample
almost doubled than the MIR samples when the
rehydration process was reached 5 and 10 min. In addition,
when the soaking time was increased from 10 min to 90
min, the RR of samples was increased slightly at MIR. The
RR was found to decrease with increasing IR intensity
levels (drying temperature) at MIR drying. Data indicated
that increasing IR intensity level from 3 to 5.5 kW m-2

exhibited a decline in RR of MIR40°C-70°C from 2.87 to
2.48.

The difference in rehydration attribute was related to
surface hardening and the degree of structural damage
which occurred during dehydration.

4. Conclusion

Three drying methods, i.e. mid-infrared-freeze drying
(MIR-FD), freeze-drying (FD) and mid-infrared drying
(MIR) were used in the preparation of pear cubes at four
different drying temperatures (40, 50, 60 and 70°C) and
the drying kinetics, the specific energy consumption
(SEC), physical and mechanical properties of product
(rehydration, color and texture) was investigated. 

Application of mid-infrared-freeze drying enhanced the
drying rate and significantly reduced (P<0.05) the
operational time and SEC for pear samples. The
dehydration rate (DR) of MIR-FD for pear cubes was
higher than FD and was lower than MIR. The total drying
time required for MIR-FD methods was 720-1080 min,
reduced by 43-14% compared to pure FD (1260 min).
Moreover, the operational time of MIR70°C-FD was the
shortest, followed by MIR60°C-FD, MIR50°C-FD and
MIR40°C-FD. It was found that the drying rate increases
substantially with the increase in infrared drying
temperature (intensity level). 

In order to explain the drying behavior of pear, two thin-
layer drying models were used. The drying kinetics were
well-fitted by Henderson and Pabis model and third-degree
polynomial model could adequate describe the dehydration
behavior of pear under MIR, FD and MIR-FD conditions. 

The MIR-FD products had softer texture (except of
MIR70°C-FD) and better rehydration capacity than the FD
and MIR samples. In terms of physical attributes of
product, FD showed the better color. Pears dried by MIR
had the worst quality, but cost the lowest SEC.

Hence, taking into account the drying characteristics and
the product quality attributes, the combined mid-infrared
pre- and freeze finish-drying (optimum condition: MIR50-
60°C-FD) was the best method for industrial processing of
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pear and commercial-scale application. On the basis of our
results, it can be recommended that the MIR pre-drying
temperature of pear should not exceed 60°C during the
dehydration process. 
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